
Wauwatosa School District Facilities Advisory Committee 
Meeting July 13, 2017 – Highlights  
Budget presentation from John Mack 
 
Mike Clark is the district’s consultant from Baird – talking about what the *potential impact 
could be on property taxes for various hypothetical project sizes. 
 
Key takeaways from information presented: 

• Summary of school finance terms and formulas for funding. 

• Revenue cap = spending. State aid has an effect on taxes. 

• We have a limit of what we can spend. The way the aid formula works is if we spend 
over a certain amount, we will be penalized.  

• The third tier of the aid formula can be negative and has a huge impact on us if we do a 
referendum.  

• Levy is always determined by formula. 

• Our fiscal year doesn’t match the tax year. Purpose is so that we don’t have to borrow 
money until you get “paid” again 

• Fund Balance allows for us to avoid short term borrowing 
 
Mike Clark – Baird 

• At this point we wouldn’t know what our bond rating is because we don’t have debt. 

• We’d have to go through the rating process again if we were to go to referendum. 
Finances are strong, city income levels/property etc. is strong and AAA rating would be 
likely, but not certain.  

• You don’t have to be a high spending district to have negative aid at tertiary level. If 
you’re above 90 percent of the average, you become negative tertiary. 

• There’s nothing the district could really do to avoid getting into the negative tertiary if 
we had to spend more (through a referendum), because the large amount of money 
required. 

• Borrowing authority is good for five years once you pass a referendum. 

• ***important to note that the stated impact is not exactly what they may see on their 
taxes but Baird estimates conservatively. 

 
Questions from the Committee: 

• What does the term “member” mean (when discussing enrollment and how the 
district gets paid or receives aid)? 

  A: Non-resident students don’t count as “members”. 
Every student is counted as a whole “member”, JK enrolled students are counted as .5 
or .6 of a member. 
 

• What is the difference between combined mill rate and combined mill rate without 
aid? 



A: The hypothetical combined mill rate - $1.62 -  factors in the aid loss. The $1.27 would 
be if the law changed and we weren’t penalized for spending over the amount we’re 
allowed by law (which would make us negative tertiary). 
 

• In referendum questions, do they require you to put in the interest cost? 
A: Not right now but there is legislation to do so. It’s hard to measure because you can’t 
control the interest rate before it is locked in. Important to communicate the interest. 
 
*paying interest over time, helps spread the cost over time instead of levying the entire 
amount in one year. If that happened every person would see the total all at once on 
their tax bill. 
 
*hard to compare tax levies to other districts because you don’t know where they are at 
in the life cycle of their projects. 
 

• How to explain the cost vs value? 


